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We report an algorithm for real-time control of the fuel of a DMFC. The MEA voltage decay coefficients
[e1, e2], and I–V–T, M′–I–T, and W′–I–T curves (where I is the current, V the voltage, T the temperature, and
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M and W the methanol and water consumption rates, respectively) of n fuels with specified methanol
concentrations CM,k (k = 1, 2,. . ., n) are pre-established and form (I,V,T), (M′,I,T), and (W′,I,T) surfaces for
each CM,k. The in situ measured (I,V,T)u after voltage decay correction is applied to the n preset (I,V,T)
surfaces to estimate CM,u (the CM corresponding to (I,V,T)u) using an interpolation procedure. The CM,u is
then applied to the n preset (M′,I,T) and (W′,I,T) surfaces to estimate cumulated “methanol” and “water”
consumed quantities . Thus in a real-time system, the CM and total quantity of fuel can be controlled using

mula
irect methanol fuel cell the estimated CM,u and cu

. Introduction

The direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) use dilute methanol
queous solutions as fuel and are suitable for small or hand-held
pplication systems [1]. In the applications to small and handheld
ystems, the mass, volume, and efficiency will be the most signifi-
ant issues to be considered. However, the methanol crossover in a
MFC has been a crucial limitation, which causes a waste of fuel and
reduction of output power when high methanol concentration

uel is fed into the fuel cell units [2]. On the other hand, introducing
low methanol concentration fuel will also lead to a lower output
ower, because of insufficient fuel. To avoid fuel waste and low out-
ut power density, it is desirable to replenish a fuel cartridge with
oncentrated methanol fuel and pre-dilute inside the DMFC system
o an adequate methanol concentration before being fed onto the

embrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) to generate current. Thus
fuel (methanol aqueous solution) input control system is needed

o regulate the “methanol concentration” and “total quantity” of
uel in a fuel premixing tank before the fuel is fed into the MEA,

here the electrochemical reaction takes place.

To regulate the methanol concentration and total quantity of
uel in a premixing tank, one needs the information of the “fuel
onsumption rate” in a DMFC system. Two system designs were
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ted “methanol” and “water” consumed quantities.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

reported in literature [3–6] for estimating fuel consumption rate
during operating a DMFC. One is a sensor in situ detecting sys-
tem and the other is a sensor-less regulating system. The sensor
in situ design consists of a methanol concentration sensor and a
liquid level sensor [3]. Using a methanol concentration sensor, one
can detect methanol concentration of the fuel in the mixing tank.
Using a liquid level sensor, one can measure consumption volume
of aqueous fuel in the mixing tank. One can then estimate the
methanol and water consumption rates using these two sensors
[3,4]. However, liquid level sensor has several disadvantages. First,
CO2 bubble affects detected results of liquid volume in the mix-
ing tank under different operating conditions. Second, there are
corrosion and swelling problems on the surface of a liquid level
sensor so that periodic replacement of a new sensor and parameter
corrections are needed.

In a sensor-less fuel regulating system, one assumes that DMFC
works under a stable condition, the only variation during opera-
tion is the consumption of fuel, i.e. the decrease of fuel (mixture of
methanol and water) in the fuel mixing tank and/or the decrease
of methanol concentration of the fuel. No degradation of MEA and
damages of current collector and components of the system occur
during DMFC is operated. Under these assumptions, the quantity of
fuel left in the fuel tank can be estimated from the cell running time
and the output potential V and/or current I. And, the concentration

of methanol of the fuel can be estimated from the output V and/or I
values. The lower V and/or I values than the preceding output ones
indicates low methanol concentration of the fuel in the fuel mixing
tank. Either the signal of low fuel quantity or low methanol con-
centration is informed, the fuel regulating system starts to feed fuel

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:cetlyu@saturn.yzu.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.02.051
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Nomenclature

[a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] coefficients of a cubic polynomial function
Ik(T,V) of CCS(I,V,T) at a constant methanol concen-
tration CMk (k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n)

[b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] coefficients of a cubic polynomial func-
tion M′

k(I,T) of CCS(M′,I,T) at a constant methanol
concentration CMk (k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n)

[c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] coefficients of a cubic polynomial function
W′

k(I,T) of CCS(W′,I,T) at a constant methanol con-
centration CMk (k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n)

CM methanol concentration of a fuel
CM,u in situ measured CM

CM,ALP CM of the liquid fuel after loading a power on the
system.

CM,BLP CM of the liquid fuel before loading a power on the
system

CCS(I,V,T) constant concentration surface of (I,V,T), i.e. the
surface depicted by I–V curves at various Ts with a
constant CM of fuel

CCS(M′,I,T) constant concentration surface of (M′,I,T), i.e. the
surface depicted by M′–I curves at various Ts with a
constant CM of fuel

CCS(W′,I,T) constant concentration surface of (I,V,T), i.e. the
surface depicted by W′-I curves at various Ts with a
constant CM of fuel

e1 MEA temporary voltage decay coefficient
e2 MEA permanent voltage decay coefficient
I current
Iu in situ measured I
ICCS(I,V,T) interpolation algorithm based on CCS(I,V,T)
ICCSs(M′,I,T) interpolation algorithm based on CCS(M′,I,T)
ICCSs(W′,I,T) interpolation algorithm based on CCS(W′,I,T)
T temperature
Tu in situ measured T
M net methanol consumption flux in anode
M′ methanol consumption rate of a fuel
Mor methanol consumption flux via oxidation reaction
Mxover methanol crossover flux from anode to cathode
M′

u M′ corresponding to an in situ measured (I,V,T)u

obtained using ICCSs(M′,I,T) algorithm
t time interval from the beginning of fuel cell opera-

tion to the time of data acquisition
t′ time interval starting from the end of an air-starving

process to the time of data acquisition
tLP time interval of loading a power on the system
V voltage
Vu in situ measured V
Vu0 Vu without including voltage decrement caused

from MEA decay
Vu

′(t′) temporary voltage decay
Vu

′′(t) permanent voltage decay
Vu(t,t′) Vu including Vu0, Vu

′(t′), and Vu
′′(t)

VALP total volume of the liquid fuel after loading a power
on the system

VBLP total volume of the liquid fuel before loading a
power on the system

W net water consumption flux in anode
W′ water consumption rate of a fuel
Wor water consumed flux via oxidation reaction
Wxover water crossover flux from anode to cathode
W′

u W′ corresponding to an in situ measured (I,V,T)u

obtained using ICCSs(W′,I,T) algorithm
urces 195 (2010) 4785–4795

into the fuel premixing tank and regulate methanol concentration
of the fuel to optimize fuel cell output performance [5–6]. Thus,
how to control methanol concentration of input fuel and the quan-
tity of fuel in the fuel premixing tank of a DMFC with a sensor-less
fuel regulating system for small and portable appliances is one of
the key techniques for the commercialization of DMFC.

By assuming no degradation of MEA and no damage of current
collector and components of the system occur during a DMFC is
operated, Chiu and Lien [7] developed a sensor-less interpolation
algorithm based on constant concentration surfaces (ICCS algo-
rithm) to estimate methanol concentration of fuel in the premixing
tank of a DMFC system. For a given DMFC under a stable operating
condition (i.e. no degradations of MEA and cell components), the
I–V polarization curve depends only on the cell temperature T and
fuel methanol concentration CM. Thus the I–V polarization curve
can be written as [7]:

f (I, V, T, CM) = 0 (1)

Eq. (1) indicates that three of the four variables are independent
and the rest should be compliant with the equation. In Eq. (1), if
CM is specified as a fixed CM0, then a series of I–V curves can be
acquired corresponding to various Ts. By depicting the I–V curves
with same CM0 in a three-dimensional measurement space with its
axis being I, V, and T, a surface spanned by I–V curves corresponding
to a fixed CM0 can be obtained (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [7]). The surface is
defined as a Constant Concentration Surface CCS(I,V,T) with a fuel
concentration CM0. Once the CCSs(I,V,T) with various known CM0s
are established, the unknown fuel methanol concentration Cu cor-
responding to an in situ measured (Iu,Vu,Tu) datum point can be
obtained by interpolation from the pre-established CCSs(I,V,T) (see
Fig. 2 of Ref. [7]). The interpolation algorithm based on CCSs(I,V,T)
is defined as an ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm.

However to keep a DMFC working in a long period and under an
optimum condition, one needs not only to control methanol con-
centration but needs also to control quantity of the liquid fuel in
the fuel premixing tank. Thus an algorithm for in situ estimating
cumulated fuel consumption quantity is necessary for a sensor-less
fuel regulating system. Unfortunately, Chiu and Lien did not report
the algorithm for in situ estimating fuel consumption quantity in
their previous paper. Another problem for applying Chiu and Lien
ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm for in situ estimating methanol concentration
of fuel in a fuel premixing tank of a DMFC under a long period opera-
tion is that ICCS algorithm was developed based on the assumption
that no MEA degradation occurs during long period operation. In
a real system, the MEA decay occurs after a long period operation.
Thus error of methanol concentration estimation occurs due to MEA
decay.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a sensor-less algorithm
for real-time controlling methanol concentration and total quan-
tity of fuel in the fuel premixing tank of a DMFC system. The
development of the algorithm is based on Chiu and Lien ICCS(I,V,T)
algorithm, including: (1) Modification of Chiu and Lien ICCS(I,V,T)
algorithm by counting the “MEA decay” into the fuel concen-
tration estimation; (2) Developing ICCS(M′,V,T) and ICCS(W′,V,T)
algorithms (where M′ and W′ are methanol and water consump-

tion rates, respectively) for in situ estimating methanol and water
consumption rates; (3) In situ estimating “total methanol and total
water consumption quantities” by cumulating the data of operat-
ing time, methanol consumption rate, and water consumption rate;
(4) Developing “methanol” and “water” feed control program to
maintain optimum fuel quantity and optimum methanol concen-
tration based on the in situ estimated cumulated fuel consumption
quantity and methanol concentration in the fuel mixing tank.
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. Brief review of Chiu and Lien ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm

Since the present fuel control algorithm is developed based on
hiu and Lien ICCS(I,V,T), in this section we briefly review Chiu and
ien ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm.

A number of CCSs corresponding to the specified methanol con-
entrations CMk (where the subscript M indicates methanol and
ubscript k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n) of liquid fuels are pre-established exper-
mentally under various temperatures. The CCSs are defined as
ollows:

(I, V, T, CM)|CM=CM k
= gk(I, V, T) = 0 (2)

here k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n.
The function gk for a liquid fuel with a fixed methanol concentra-

ion CMk can be approximated using a cubic polynomial as shown
n Eq. (3):

gk(I, V, T) = I − (a1k + a2kT + a3kV + a4kT2 + a5kTV + a6kV2

+a7kT3 + a8kT2V

a9kTV2 + a10kV3) = 0

(3)

here a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k are coefficients to be determined. Under a
onstant CMk, one can measure (Ii, Vi, Ti) for i = 1, 2, . . ., m at various
and V (or I) and substitute all the values into Eq. (3) to have a set
f polynomial equations consisting of coefficients a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k.
hen the Least-Squares method can be adopted to solve [a1k, a2k,. . .,
10k]. Therefore, only 10 coefficients [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] are needed to
e stored for each CM,k in the fuel cell management system instead
f the whole experimental data base. All the data acquisition and
elevant computations can be performed beforehand to create a
umber of CCSs(I,V,T) corresponding to each given CM,k. The values
f [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] corresponding to each CM,k of a fuel in the pre-
ixing tank are then stored in the fuel control system of a fuel cell

o represent pre-established CCSs(I,V,T).
The n series pre-established CCSs(I,V,T) data base are used for

n situ estimating methanol concentration CM,u in the fuel premix-
ng tank using the in situ measured (Iu,Vu,Tu) data, where Iu, Vu, Tu

re the in situ measured I, V, and T, respectively, corresponding to
M,u. The interpolation (ICCS) procedure is used for estimating CM,u
rom (Iu,Vu, Tu) data. A measured point Pu(Iu,Vu,Tu) in (I,V,T) space
hould have n projection points Qk(Ik, Vu, Tu) on the pre-established
CS(Ik,Vk,Tk) (where k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n) along the I axis. From Eq. (3),
he projection point Qk has a value of current Ik and can be written
s:

k(Tu, Vu) = a1k + a2kTu + a3kVu + a4kT2
u + a5kTuVu + a6kV2

u + a7kT3
u

+a8kT2
u V + a9kTuV2

u + a10kV3
u (4)

hen the unknown methanol concentration CM,u of an inlet fuel
orresponding to (Iu,Vu,Tu) can be determined using Lagrange inter-
olation formula [7].

n

⎛
n

⎞

m,u =
∑
k=1

⎜⎜⎝
∏

i = 1
i /= k

Iu − Ii
Ik − Ii

⎟⎟⎠ · CM,k (5)

n Eq. (5), Ik = Ik(Tu,Vu) and Ii = Ii(Tu,Vu). Accordingly, the ICCS algo-
ithm has an in situ and unique estimation of the methanol
oncentration of a liquid-feed fuel cell system, merely by measur-
ng the operating I, V, and T. These are all easily acquired throughout
he operating region.
urces 195 (2010) 4785–4795 4787

3. Performance decay correction of ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm

Since the in situ estimation of CM of a liquid fuel using Chiu and
Lien ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm is based on the assumption that no MEA
decay occurs during the operation of DMFC. The output Vu values
should be constant if the corresponding Iu, Tu, and CM,u are con-
stants. However, in a real system the output Vu values might be
lowered due to MEA decay. The lowered output Vu value causes
an under-estimating of CM of the liquid fuel using ICCS(I,V,T) algo-
rithm. Thus, we need to make corrections of the measured Vu data
to minimize the errors caused from MEA decay. The corrected Vu0
data can then be input into Eqs. (4) and (5) of ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm
to precisely estimate the CM of a liquid fuel.

The decay of fuel cell performance can be attributed to two
categories. One is “permanent performance decay”, the other is
“temporary performance decay”. The permanent decay of a DMFC
can be attributed to: (a) the decay of electro-catalysis activities of
anode and cathode catalysts; (b) the decay of cathode hydrophobic
behaviour; (c) crossover of ruthenium catalyst from anode through
polyelectrolyte membrane (PEM) to cathode; and (d) degradations
of PEM and interfaces of MEA [8]. The temporary performance
decay of a DMFC is caused by: (a) the flooding of GDL, and (b) the
decay of cathode catalysis activity due to the formation of platinum
oxide on the surfaces of Pt particles [9]. In a DMFC, the perma-
nent decay is not reversible and can not be recovered. However,
the temporary decay is reversible and can be recovered. Eickes et
al. [9] had shown that after 2 h of continuous operation the cathode
Pt particles surfaces were saturated with platinum oxide. The oxi-
dized platinum can be reduced to its catalytic form by air-starving
the cathode to consume the remaining oxygen in the oxidation of
crossover methanol. Thus the DMFC needs temporary unloading
for 30 s to reduce platinum oxide saturated on the surfaces of cath-
ode Pt particles for every 2 h (i.e. 7200 s) of continuous operation.
Because of temporary decay and permanent decay of MEA, we need
to make correction of the measured output voltage Vu when using
ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm to estimate CM of the liquid fuel in the fuel
premixing tank.

In the present DMFC long time operation study, we followed
Eickes et al. air-starving procedure unloading DMFC for 30 s to
recover Pt catalyst activity for every 2 h of operation. As will be
shown in Section 7.1.3, Figs. 5 and 6, both temporary voltage decay
Vu

′(t′) and permanent voltage decay Vu
′′(t) are linear dependent

on DMFC operating time and can be approximated as Vu
′(t′) = −e1t′

and Vu
′′(t) = −e2t. Where t′ is the time interval starting from the end

of each air-starving process (reduction of Pt oxide covered on sur-
faces of cathode catalyst particles) to the time of data acquisition, t
the time interval from beginning of fuel cell operation to the time
of data acquisition, e1 the empirical coefficient relating to voltage
decrement caused from temporary MEA decay, and e2 the empirical
coefficient relating to voltage decrement caused from permanent
MEA decay. The voltage Vu(t,t′) including Vu

′(t′) and Vu
′′(t) can be

expressed as:

Vu(t, t′) = Vu0 + V ′
u(t′) + V ′′

u (t)
= Vu0 − e1t′ − e2t

(6)

with t′ = 0 → 7200 s and t = 0 → ∞ s
In Eq. (6), Vu0 is the Vu without including any voltage decrement

caused from MEA decay. The reason for the time set of t′ = 0 → 7200 s
is because the cathode Pt needs 30 s air-starving process to recover
cathode catalyst activity for every 2 h (i.e. 7200 s) of DMFC opera-
tion and the time t′ needs to restart from 0 s after each air-starving

process [9]. The coefficients e2 and e1 can be obtained from lin-
ear curve fitting of a preset experimental data (as will be shown in
Figs. 5 and 6) and stored in the fuel control system of a DMFC. The
in situ measured Vu(t,t′) data can then be input into Eq. (6) to obtain
the corrected voltage Vu0 value. The corrected Vu0 value instead of
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u can then be input into in the ICCS algorithm Eqs. (4) and (5) to
stimate CM,u of the liquid fuel in the premixing tank.

. The algorithm for estimating fuel consumption rate

.1. Establishment of CCS(M′,I,T) and CCS(W′,I,T)

In general, the fuel at anode of a DMFC is consumed via two
outes. One is the electrochemical oxidation reaction and other is
he fuel crossover through PEM. The net flows of methanol and
ater are described in Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively [10].

= Mor + Mxover (7)

= Wor + Wxover (8)

here M is the net consumption flux of methanol in anode, Mor

he methanol consumed via oxidation reaction Eq. (9), Mxover the
ethanol crossover from anode to cathode, W the net consumption

ux of water in anode, Wor the water consumed via oxidation reac-
ion Eq. (9), and Wxover the water crossover from anode to cathode.
q. (9) shows the methanol and water oxidation reaction at anode.

H3OH + H2O → 6H+ + 6e− + CO2 (9)

he fuel consumption rate via oxidation reaction (i.e. Eq. (9))
t anode depends on the operating current I. The water and
ethanol crossover through PEM occurs via three processes, i.e.

iffusion, hydraulic permeation, and electro-osmotic drag [11–13].
t is known that diffusions, hydraulic permeations, and electro-
smotic drags of water and methanol are all T dependent. Besides
epending on T, the diffusion coefficients of water and methanol
lso depend on CM of liquid fuel. The water consumption rate W′

ia diffusion process decreases and the methanol consumption rate
′ via diffusion process increases with increasing CM of liquid fuel.

he electro-osmotic drag coefficients of water and methanol are
lso I dependent [10,14].

Hence for a portable DMFC system working in an ambient envi-
onment, M′ and W′ depend only on CM, T, and I [10,11,14], and are
unctions of CM, T, and I as shown in Eqs. (10) and (11).

dM

dt
= M′ = hM(CM, T, I) (10)

dW

dt
= W ′ = hW (CM, T, I) (11)

By keeping the CM of the fuel in a premixing tank at a constant
alue, i.e. CM,k, the W′ and M′ can be measured experimentally at
arious T and I. Then a preset of M′–I–T and W′–I–T curves can be
btained experimentally to generate CCS(M′,I,T)k and CCS(W′,I,T)k
ith CM = CM,k. Thus, presets of CCS(M′,I,T)k and CCS(W′,I,T)k can

hen be generated for various CM,k with k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n. The CCSs
re defined as following:

(M′, I, T, CM)|CM=CM,k
= hk,M(M′, I, T) = 0 (12)

(W ′, I, T, CM)|CM=CM.k
= hk,W (W ′, I, T) = 0 (13)

oth M′ and W′ are functions of T and I at CM = CM,k. Similar to Eq.
3), we can develop two cubic polynomials for M′

k(T, I) and W′
k(T, I)

or each CM,k. The cubic polynomials of M′
k(T, I) and W′

k(T, I) consist
f coefficients [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] and [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k], respectively,
o be determined. Under a constant CMk, one can measure (Mi

′, Ii, Ti)
nd (Wi

′, Ii, Ti) for i = 1, 2,. . ., m at various I and T and substitute all
he values into cubic polynomials of M′

k(T, I) and W′
k(T, I). Then the
east-Squares method can be adopted to solve [b1k, b2k,.. . .b10k] and
c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k]. Therefore, only 20 coefficients [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k]
nd [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] are needed to be stored for each CM,k in the
uel cell management system. All the data acquisition and relevant
omputations can be performed beforehand to create a number of
urces 195 (2010) 4785–4795

CCS(M′,I,T) and CCS(W′,I,T) corresponding to each given CM,k. The
values of [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] and [c1k, c2k,. . .c10k] corresponding to
each CM,k (with k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n) of a fuel in the premixing tank
are then stored in the fuel control system of a DMFC to represent
pre-established CCS(M′,I,T) and CCS(W′,I,T), respectively.

4.2. Procedures of interpolating CCS(M′,I,T) and CCS(W′,I,T)
(ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T)) to estimate methanol and water
consumption rates

After the n series of coefficients [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] of
CCSs(Ik,Vk,Tk), coefficients [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] of CCSs(Mk

′,Ik,Tk), and
coefficients [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k]) of CCSs(Wk

′,Ik,Tk) corresponding to
CM,k (with k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n) and the voltage decay coefficients [e1, e2]
are established and stored in the fuel control system of a DMFC, one
can carry out in situ estimation of Mu

′ and Wu
′ from the measured

(Iu,Vu,Tu) data. The similar interpolation procedures described in
Section 2 are used for Mu

′ and Wu
′ estimation.

A measured point with its Vu corrected using Eq. (6), i.e. Pu(Iu,
Vu0, Tu), in (I,V,T) space should have n set of projection points
QI,k, QM

′
,k, and QW

′
,k on each of the pre-established CCS(Ik,Vk,Tk),

CCS(Mk
′,Ik,Tk), and CCS(Wk

′,Ik,Tk), respectively, each with a CM relat-
ing to CM,k (k = 1, 2,. . ., n). Each of the projection points QI,k, QM

′
,k,

and QW
′
,k has a value of Ik(Vu0,Tu), Mk

′(Iu,Tu) and Wk
′(Iu,Tu), respec-

tively. As shown in Section 2, the Ik(Vu0,Tu) value can be calculated
using Eq. (4) with the pre-stored coefficients [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k].
Similar to the procedures of calculating Ik(Vu0,Tu), Mk

′(Iu,Tu) and
Wk

′(Iu,Tu) can also be calculated using the similar cubic polynomi-
als as shown in Eq. (4) with the pre-stored coefficients [b1k, b2k,. . .,
b10k] and [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k], respectively. In using Eq. (4) to calculate
Mk

′(Iu,Tu) and Wk
′(Iu,Tu), variables Vu and Tu of Eq. (4) are replaced

with Iu and Tu, and the coefficients [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] of Eq. (4) are
replaced with [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] and [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k], respectively.
Before proceeding interpolation procedures to estimate Mu

′ and
Wu

′, we need to estimate CM,u . By input Iu, Ik(Vu0,Tu), and CM,k
(k = 1,2,. . ., n) data into Eq. (5), one can compute CM,u. Then Mu

′ and
Wu

′ can be determined by input CM,u, and M′
k(Iu,Tu), and W′

k(Iu,Tu)
(k = 1,2,. . ., n) into interpolation Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively.

M′
u =

n∑
k=1

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

n∏

i = 1
i /= k

CM,u − CM,i

CM,k − CM,i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ · M′

k (14)

W ′
u =

n∑
k=1

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

n∏

i = 1
i /= k

CM,u − CM,i

CM,k − CM,i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ · W ′

k (15)

In Eqs. (14) and (15), CM,k and CM,i are the CMs of the projections of
the corrected point (Iu,Vu0,Tu) on the pre-established CCS(Ik,Vk,Tk)
of CM,k and CCS(Ii,Vi,Ti) of CM,i, respectively. And, Mk

′ and Wk
′ are

M′
k(Iu,Tu), and W′

k(Iu,Tu), respectively, corresponding to CM = CM,k.

5. In situ estimation of the methanol concentration and the
cumulated methanol and water consumed quantities of
liquid fuel in the premixing tank of DMFC

Once the voltage decay coefficients e1 and e2, and coefficients
[a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] of CCSs(I,V,T), coefficients [b1k, b2k„. . ., c10k] of

CCS(M′,I,T), and coefficients [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] of CCS(W′,I,T) are
established and stored in a DMFC system, one can use these preset
data to carry out in situ estimations of the cumulated fuel (methanol
and water) consumed quantities at any operating time period t.
The estimation procedures consist of three steps. The first step is
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M estimation using ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm, the second is M′ and W′

stimations using ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms, and the
hird is the calculation of the total cumulated methanol and water
onsumed quantities during an operating time period t.

The procedures for in situ estimating methanol concentration of
uel in the premixing tank and cumulated fuel consumed quan-
ities of an operating DMFC for fuel control are: (1) carry out
Iu,Vu,Tu) measurements during operating a DMFC; (2) make MEA
erformance corrections of Vu using Eq. (6) and preset e1 and e2
oefficients to obtain corrected Vu0; (3) input Iu, Tu and corrected
u0 data into modified ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm to obtain CM,u; (4) input

u, Tu and CM,u data into ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms
o obtain Mu

′ and Wu
′; (5) calculate the consumed quantities of

ethanol M = Mu
′ × �t and water W = Wu

′ × �t in the time interval
t (where �t = the time interval between two estimations); (6) let

he total methanol and total water consumed quantities be Mt and
t, respectively, and sum the methanol and water consumed quan-

ities using the equations: Mt = Mt + M and Wt = Wt + W; (7) repeat
rocedures (1)–(6) and evaluate Mt and Wt till Mt and Wt larger than
he fuel levels requiring to refill methanol and water, respectively;
8) fill methanol and water according to the evaluated results of
rocedure (7).

. Experimental

.1. DMFC testing system

A real-time DMFC testing system consisting of a DMFC stack, a
ater reservoir, a methanol reservoir, a tank for mixing water and
ethanol, an electronic loading, and a visual BASIC control soft-
are designed by Antig Co, Taiwan, was used in the present work.

he architecture of the DMFC testing system is shown in Fig. 1. The
ater and methanol were stored in two separated reservoirs and
ere pumped into a 30 mL fuel mixing tank before the fuel was fed
nto anode of the fuel cell stack. A liquid level sensor (Syspotek Inc.,
aiwan) was used to detect the fuel volume in the mixing tank and
methanol concentration detector (DA-130N, Japan) was used to
easure the methanol concentration before the fuel was injected

nto the anode of the fuel cell stack. An electronic load (Chroma

Fig. 1. The architecture of a
urces 195 (2010) 4785–4795 4789

63030, Chroma Co, Inc., Taiwan) was used as a constant power
load and an ultra-mobile personal computer was used as a dynamic
power load. The DMFC stack (Apolo® stack, Antig Inc., Taiwan) con-
sisted of 32 unit cells. The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) in
each unit cell was a Nafion-117 based MEA with an active area of
3.5x3.5 cm2. The anode catalyst was Pt-Ru/C and the cathode cat-
alyst was Pt/C. The Pt loadings at anode and cathode of each MEA
were 2 mg cm−2 and 2 mg cm−2, respectively.

6.2. Data acquisitions for establishing CCSs(I,V,T)

The DMFC I–V measurements were carried out using standard
testing procedures under a constant voltage mode. Preheating
methanol aqueous solution was fed into anode with a flow rate of
120 mL min−1, and the air without compression was fed into cath-
ode with a flow rate of 10 L min−1. I–V curves were obtained by
measuring the current I with step decrement of voltage from 11.2 V
to 8.0 V by an interval of 0.32 V (0.01 V per unit cell). The time inter-
val for each measurement was held for 1 min. The I–V data of five
inlet liquid fuels with CMs = 2.0 vol.%, 3.0 vol.%, 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%,
and 6.0 vol.% were obtained at 30, 40, 50, and 60 ◦C, and these data
were used to establish five CCSs(I,V,T) with CM = 2.0 vol.%, 3.0 vol.%,
4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%, and 6.0 vol.%.

6.3. Estimations of temporary and permanent voltage decay
coefficients e1 and e2

The voltage V of the DMFC stack was measured with a dura-
tion time of 15 min at two operating conditions: (a) Temp = 60 ◦C,
I = 2.5 A, and CM = 6.0 vol.%; and (b) Temp = 40 ◦C, I = 1.0 A, and
CM = 4.0 vol.%. The flow rate of liquid fuel into anode was
120 mL min−1 and the air flow rate into cathode was 10 L min−1. The
DMFC system was operated for 1000 h (i.e. 1000 h is the duration
time of t of Eq. (6)). During operation, the system was temporary

unloading for 30 s for every 2 h to recover catalysis activity of cath-
ode Pt catalyst by air-starving process as described in Section 3
(where 2 h is the duration time of t′ of Eq. (6)). The experimen-
tal data were then input into Eq. (6) to calculate temporary and
permanent voltage decay coefficients e1 and e2.

DMFC testing system.
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.4. Data acquisitions for establishing CCSs(M′,I,T) and
CSs(W′,I,T)

The W′ and M′ data were measured at five currents I = 0.5, 1.0,
.5, 2.0, and 2.5 A, four temperatures T = 30 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C, and
0 ◦C, and four liquid fuels with CM = 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%, 6.0 vol.%,
nd 8.0 vol.%. The power loading time of each measurement was
0 min and the liquid fuel flow rate was 120 mL min−1. In order to
eep a constant CM during the whole period of measurement, the
uel exhausted from the outlet of cathode was not circulated back
o the fuel reservoir. The densities of fuels in the fuel mixing tank
ere measured using a density meter (Anton Paar 4100). The CMs

f fuels were then estimated from their densities using a CM versus
ensity calibration curve obtained from methanol aqueous solu-
ions with known CMs. The fuel consumption rates M′ and W′ were
he methanol and water consumed quantities, respectively, in an
nit power loading time, and can be calculated using the following
quations:

dM

dt
= M′ = VBLP × CM,BLP − VALP × CM,ALP

tLP
(16)

dW

dt
= W ′ = VBLP × (1 − CM,BLP) − VALP × (1 − CM,ALP)

tLP
(17)

here VBLP is the total volume of the liquid fuel before loading a
ower on the system, VALP the total volume of the liquid fuel after

oading a power on the system, CM,BLP the CM of the liquid fuel before
oading a power on the system, CM,ALP the CM of the liquid fuel after
oading a power on the system, and tLP the time interval of loading
power on the system.

. Results and discussion

.1. ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm

.1.1. Establishment of CCSs(I,V,T)
To avoid ambiguities of the predicting results, the preset

CSs(I,V,T) for liquid fuels with various CM,k (where k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n)
hould not intersect with each other. Thus feasible measurement
egions of CM of the liquid fuel, operating temperature T, and volt-
ge V for preset CCSs(I,V,T) without intersections should be obtained
rst. The establishment of CCSs(I,V,T) with feasible measurement
egions for predicting CM of the inlet fuel of a DMFC unit cell had
een reported by Chiu and Lien [7]. They found the feasible measur-

ng regions for predicting CM of a liquid fuel are: CM = 3.0–6.0 vol.%,
= 0.10–0.35 V, and T = 30–60 ◦C. The error of the predicted CM of
liquid fuel was less than 5.0%. In the present work, we carried

ut measurements on a DMFC stack consisting of 32 unit cells. The
orking regions are: CM = 2.0–6.0 vol.%, V = 8.0–11.2 V (0.25–0.35 V
er unit cell), and T = 30–60 ◦C. The I–V curves of CM = 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,
.0, and 6.0 vol.% and T = 30 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C, and 60 ◦C are shown in
ig. 2. By inserting the experimental data into Eq. (3) and using
east-Squared method, we obtained the coefficients a1k, a2k,. . .,
10k for five CM,k (i.e. CM,k = 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 vol.% for k = 1, 2,
, 4, and 5, respectively). Using the five set [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] coeffi-
ients (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,), we constructed five fitted CCSs(I,V,T). The
tted CCSs(I,V,T) are depicted in Fig. 3. No intersection was found
mong these five CCSs(I,V,T), suggesting the working regions of the
resent CCSs(I,V,T) are feasible. These results revealed that the feasi-
le working regions for a stack consisting of 32 unit cells are similar
o those of a unit cell.
.1.2. Evaluation of ICC(I,V,T) algorithm
To evaluate ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm, three additional inlet fuels

ith CM = 3.5 vol.%, 4.5 vol.%, and 5.5 vol.% were introduced to serve
s fuels with unknown methanol concentration CM,u. Each of the
Fig. 2. I–V curves of a DMFC operated at various temperatures with liquid fuels
of various CM . CM: 2 vol.%, 3 vol.%, 4 vol.%, 5 vol.%, and 6 vol.% (from top to bottom).
Operating temperature: (♦) 30 ◦C; (�) 40 ◦C; (�) 50 ◦C; (©) 60 ◦C.

three CMs was assigned 14 measurement points distributed in the
temperatures ranging from 30 ◦C to 60 ◦C with an increment of 5 ◦C
and two voltages 9.6 V and 8.0 V. Thus 42 set (Iu,Vu,Tu) data were
obtained in the three-dimensional (I,V,T) space. Since there are five
pre-established CCSs(I,V,T) (Fig. 3) with five sets of coefficients [a1k,
a2k, . . ., a10k] (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), we were able to estimate CM,u of
each Iu datum by using Eqs. (4) and (5). The comparison between
real CMs (i.e. CM = 3.5 vol.%, 4.5 vol.%, and 5.5 vol.%) and the CM,us
estimated from pre-established CCSs(I,V,T) (Fig. 3) using ICCS(I,V,T)
algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows the relative errors were
less than 5%, indicating the accuracy of present ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm
for estimating CM of an inlet fuel of a DMFC stack consisting of 32
unit cells.

7.1.3. Estimation of temporary and permanent voltage decay
coefficients e1 and e2
To estimate the empirical voltage decay coefficients e1 and
e2 of Eq. (6) for a long time operating DMFC stack, two set of
stack voltage data were collected under two different operat-
ing conditions using two freshly prepared stacks. Fig. 5 shows
the variation of stack voltage versus operating time for 36 × 105 s
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Fig. 5. Plots of Vu(t,t′) versus t (Eq. (6)) of a fuel cell stack operated for 36 × 105 s
(i.e. 1000 h). The bold dashed line indicates permanent voltage decay without tem-
porary voltage decay (i.e. the voltage after recovering Pt catalysis by air-starving
for 30 s, Vu(t,t′) = Vu0 − e2t, with t′ = 0). (a, upper graph) I = 2.5 A, CM = 6.0 vol.%,
ig. 3. The fitted CCSs(I,V,T) for fuels with CM = 2.0 vol.%, 3.0 vol.%, 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%,
nd 6.0 vol.%. The CCSs(I,V,T)were constructed using five set [a1k , a2k ,. . ., a10k] coef-
cients (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), which were obtained by polynomial least-square curve
tting of the data of Fig. 2 using Eq. (3).

i.e. 1000 h): (a) at 60 ◦C with I = 2.5 A and an inlet fuel with
M = 6.0 vol.% and (b) at 40 ◦C with I = 1.0 A and an inlet fuel
ith CM = 4.0 vol.%. These data show voltage fluctuates around

0.36 V for every 7200 s of operation, which was a temporary volt-
ge decay and was recovered by air-starving for 30 s. The bold
ashed line along the highest voltage of each fluctuation shown

n Fig. 5 indicates permanent voltage decay without temporary
ecay (i.e. the voltage after recovered by air-starving for 30 sec,
u(t,t′) = Vu0 − e2t, with t′ = 0). The data of Fig. 5a (upper graph)
howed a stack voltage decay rate of e2 = 0.0285 × 10−5 V s−1, and
hose of Fig. 5b (lower graph) showed a stack voltage decay rate
f e2 = 0.0290 × 10−5 V s−1. These results suggest that within the
perating region, T = 40–60 ◦C, I = 1.0–2.5 A, and CM = 4.0–6.0 vol.%,
he rate of permanent voltage decay was almost a constant with an
verage e2 = (0.0288 + 0.0003) × 10−5 V s−1.

Rearranging Eq. (6), we obtain:

u(t, t′) + e2t = Vu0 − e1t′ (18)
Using the experimental Vu(t, t′) data and e2 data obtained from
ig. 5a and b, we are able to plot [Vu(t, t′) + e2t] versus t′ of Eq. (18)
nd the temporary voltage decay coefficient e1 can be obtained
rom the slope of the plot. We took voltage data of three fuel

ig. 4. Relative errors of CM,u data which were calculated from 42 set of (Iu ,Vu ,Tu)
esting data using ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm (Eqs. (4) and (5)) and preset CCSs(I,V,T) of
ig. 3. The real CM of inlet fuels: (©) 3.5 vol.%; (�) 4.5 vol.%; (�) 5.5 vol.%.
T = 60 ◦C, e2 = 0.0285 × 10−5 V s−1; (b, lower graph) I = 1.0 A, CM = 4.0 vol.%, T = 40 ◦C,
e2 = 0.0290 × 10−5 V s−1.

cell operating periods P1, P2, and P3 as indicated in Fig. 5a and b
and the average coefficient e2 = 0.0288 × 10−5 V s−1 estimated in
Fig. 5 to calculate [Vu(t, t′) + e2t] data. Fig. 6 shows the plots of
[Vu(t, t′) + e2t] versus t′ of the three fuel cell operating periods P1,
P2, and P3. Each plot has a duration time of 7200 s, which is the
time interval between two sequential air-starving processes for Pt
catalysis recovering. These data show the temporary voltage decay
curves had almost the same slope in the three fuel cell operat-
ing periods, suggesting the fuel cell had similar temporary decay
behaviour during the long time operation for 36 × 105 s at the oper-
ating region: T = 40–60 ◦C, I = 1.0–2.5 A, and CM = 4.0–6.0 vol.%. The
e1 values estimated from the plots of Fig. 6 had an average value of
e1 = (5.1 + 0.04) × 10−5 V s−1. With the coefficients e1 and e2, the cor-
rected voltage Vu0 can be calculated from experimental data Vu(t, t′)
using Eq. (6). The corrected voltage Vu0 datum instead of Vu is then
input into the ICCSs(I,V,T) algorithm Eqs. (4) and (5) to estimate CM

of an inlet liquid fuel.

7.2. ICCSs(M′,I,T) and ICCSs(W′,I,T) algorithms

7.2.1. Establishment of CCSs(M′,I,T) and CCSs(W′,I,T)
The M′ and W′ data were measured at I = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and

2.5 A, and T = 30 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C, and 60 ◦C with CM of liquid fuels
of 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%, 6.0 vol.%, and 8.0 vol.%. The M′ and W′ data
were plotted against I at four temperatures with four CMs and are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Fig. 7 shows M′ increases with
increasing I, T, and CM. The increment of I, CM, and T in a DMFC
system results in an increase in electrochemical reaction rate and
thus an increase in M′. The increases of CM and I also results in
an increment in methanol crossover via diffusion and via electro-
osmosis, respectively, and thus an increase in M′. Fig. 8 shows
that W′ has similar I and T dependencies as M′, i.e. W′ increases

with increasing I and/or T. However, Fig. 8 shows W′ decreases
slightly with increasing CM when the fuel cell was operated at fixed
I and T. This behaviour is opposite to the CM dependency of M′. As
shown in Fig. 7, M′ increases with increasing CM at fixed I and T.
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Fig. 6. Plots of [Vu(t, t′) + e2t] versus t′ of the three fuel cell operating periods
P1, P2, and P3 as indicated in Fig. 6a and b. (©) Fuel cell stack operated at
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Fig. 7. M′ versus I curves obtained at various temperatures with CM of liquid fuels
= 60 ◦C, I = 2.5 A, CM = 6.0 vol.%; (�) Fuel cell stack operated at T = 40 ◦C, I = 1.0 A,
M = 4.0 vol.%. The e1 value estimated from the slopes of these plots has an average
1 = (5.10 + 0.04) × 10−5 V s−1.

omparing the data of Fig. 8 with those of Fig. 7, we also found that
t fixed I and T, the variation of W′ with increasing CM is smaller than
hat of M′ with increasing CM. This phenomenon suggests that the
M dependency of W′ is not so strong as that of M′. Kang et al. [10]
eveloped a mass balance model of DMFC and carried out methanol
nd water crossover and methanol utilization measurements. Their
esults were similar to our present work. As the CM of fuel increased,
he water crossover decreased since lower anode water flow rate
nd higher methanol crossover. The higher methanol crossover
aused a higher methanol concentration gradient and a lower water
oncentration gradient within the electrolyte membrane.

By replacing (I,V,T) of Eq. (3) with (M′,I,T), respectively, M′ can be
pproximated as a cubic polynomial of I and T with coefficients [b1k,
2k,. . ., b10k]. Similarly, by replacing (I,V,T) of Eq. (3) with (W′,I,T),
espectively, W′ can also be approximated as a cubic polynomial
f I and T with coefficients [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k]. Inserting the exper-
mental (M′,I,T) and (W′,I,T) data obtained at CM = 4 vol.%, 5 vol.%,
vol.%, and 8 vol.% into the cubic polynomials of M′(I,T) and W′(I,T),

espectively, and using the Least-Squared method, we obtained
our set of coefficients [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] and [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] for
Mk = 4 vol.%, 5 vol.%, 6 vol.%, and 8 vol.% (where k = 1, 2, 3, and 4).

sing the four set [b1k, b2k,. . ., b10k] and [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] coeffi-
ients, we constructed four fitted CCSs(M′,I,T) and CCSs(W′,I,T) as
hown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Similar to CCSs(I,V,T), before
sing ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms to predict M′ and W′,
of 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%, 6.0 vol.%, and 8.0 vol.% (from bottom to top). Temperature: (♦)
30 ◦C; (�) 40 ◦C; (�) 50 ◦C; (©) 60 ◦C.

we need to confirm that no intersection occurs among the four
preset CCSs(M′,I,T) and also among the four preset CCSs(W′,I,T).
Figs. 9 and 10 show no intersection among the four CCSs(M′,I,T)
and also among the four CCSs(W′,I,T), respectively. Thus the feasible
measurement regions for using CCSs(M′,I,T) and CCSs(W′,I,T) to pre-
dict M′ and W′ are T = 30–60 ◦C, I = 0.5–2.5 A, and CM = 4.0–8.0 vol.%.

One thing should be remarked is that the feasible CM region
4.0–8.0 vol.% of CCSs(M′,I,T) and CCSs(W′,I,T) was higher than the
feasible CM region 2.0–6.0 vol.% of CCSs(I,V,T) (as shown in Fig. 3).
The reasons for the higher CM regions of CCSs(M′,I,T) and CCSs(W′,I,T)
than that of CCSs(I,V,T) was because that the output voltage
was lower than 8.0 V (i.e. the lower bound of feasible voltage
region of CCSs(I,V,T)) when the DMFC was operated at I > 2.5 A and
CM < 4.0 vol.%. The low output voltage of the DMFC operated at
I > 2.5 A was due to the insufficiency of fuel and the high methanol
crossover via electro-osmosis when CM was lower than 4 vol.%. Thus
the M′ and W′ measurements were performed at a region with CM

values higher than 4.0 vol.%. And, the lower and upper bounds of
the feasible CM regions of CCSs(M′,I,T) and CCSs(W′,I,T) for predict-
ing M′ and W′ was higher than those of CCSs(I,V,T) for predicting CM.
Combing the feasible CM region (CM = 2.0–6.0 vol.%) of ICCS(I,V,T)
and the feasible CM region (CM = 4.0–8.0 vol.%) of ICCS(M′,I,T) and
ICCS(W′,I,T), we may conclude the optimum CM region for using the

combined ICCS(I,V,T), ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms for in
situ fuel control of the present DMFC stack consisting of 32 unit
cells is CM = 4.0–6.0 vol.%.
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Fig. 8. W′ versus I curves obtained at various temperatures with CM of liquid fuels
of 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%, 6.0 vol.%, and 8.0 vol.% (from bottom to top). Temperature: (♦)
30 ◦C; (�) 40 ◦C; (�) 50 ◦C; (©) 60 ◦C.

Fig. 9. The fitted CCS(M′ ,I,T) for fuels with CM = 4.0 vol.%, 5.0 vol.%, 6.0 vol.%, and
8.0 vol.%. The CCS(M′ ,I,T) were constructed using four set [b1k , b2k ,. . ., b10k] coeffi-
cients (k = 1, 2, 3, and 4) of cubic polynomial of M′(I,T), which were obtained by
linear least-square curve fitting of Fig. 7 data.
Fig. 10. The fitted CCS(W′ ,I,T) for fuels with CM = 4.0, 5.0 vol.%, 6.0 vol.%, and 8.0 vol.%.
The CCS(W′ ,I,T) were constructed using four set [c1k , c2k ,. . ., c10k] coefficients (k = 1, 2,
3, and 4) of cubic polynomial of W′(I,T), which were obtained by linear least-square
curve fitting of Fig. 8 data.

7.2.2. Evaluations of ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms
To evaluate ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms, three

additional methanol concentration levels of liquid fuels (i.e.
CM,u = 3.5 vol.%, 4.5 vol.%, and 7.0 vol.%) were introduced to serve
as the unknown Mu

′ and Wu
′ to be estimated. Each of the three

CM,u was assigned 14 testing points distributed in T = 30–60 ◦C and
I = 0.5–2.5 A, and thus 42 sets of measured (M′

u, Iu, Tu) and (W′
u,

Iu, Tu) data were obtained. The predicted Mu
′ and Wu

′ were cal-
culated using the interpolation Eq. (14) with the pre-established
CCSs(M′,I,T) (Fig. 9) and the interpolation Eq. (15) with the pre-
established CCSs(W′,I,T) (Fig. 10), respectively. By comparing the
calculated Mu

′ and Wu
′ with the measured Mu

′ and Wu
′, we esti-

mated the relative errors of calculated Mu
′ and Wu

′ data obtained
using ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) interpolation procedures and
show the data of relative errors in Fig. 11. Fig. 11 shows the relative
errors of calculated Mu

′ and Wu
′ were less than 5.0%, suggesting the

accuracy of ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) interpolation procedures
for predicting M′ and W′ from I, T, and CM of the liquid fuel of a
DMFC stack consisting of 32 unit cells. For a real-time application of
ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) interpolation algorithms for in situ pre-
dicting M′ and W′, the CM datum can first be estimated from the in
situ measured (I,V,T) data using the ICCS(I,V,T)ICCS(I,V,T) algorithm
combined with voltage decay correction described in Sections 2 and
3 . The estimated CM,u datum can then be input into ICCS(M′,I,T)
and ICCS(W′,I,T) interpolation algorithms to estimate M′ and W′,
respectively.

7.3. Application of fuel control algorithm to a DMFC stack system

The procedure using ICCS(I,V,T) combined with voltage decay
correction, ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T) algorithms for in situ esti-
mation of CM of the liquid fuel in fuel premixing tank, the
cumulated methanol and water consumed quantities of a DMFC
system had been described in Section 5. In the present section, a
DMFC system consisting of 32 unit cells as shown in Fig. 1 was
used to test the stability of the fuel control algorithms. The pre-

established voltage decay coefficients are: e1 = 5.10 × 10−5 V s−1

and e2 = 0.288 × 10−5 V s−1. And, the pre-established coefficients
[a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] of CCSs(I,V,T), the coefficients [b1k, b2k,. . ., c10k]
of CCSs(M′,I,T), and the coefficients [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] of CCSs(W′,I,T)
were stored in DMFC fuel management system.
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Fig. 11. Relative error of M′ (upper graph) and W′ (lower graph) estimated using
I
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Fig. 13. 9.5 h real-time fuel control test of a DMFC stack using combined
ICCS(I,V,T)ICCS(I,V,T) and ICCS(M′ ,V,T) with ICCS(W′ ,V,T) algorithms. The applied load
was ultra-mobile personal computer with a dynamic power varied from 10 W to
15 W. (Upper graph) The power load and cell temperature versus fuel cell operating
CCS(M′ ,I,T) (Eq. (14) algorithm with presetCCS(M′ ,I,T) (Fig. 9) and ICCS(W′ ,I,T) (Eq.
15) algorithm with preset CCS(W′ ,I,T) (Fig. 10), respectively. CM of liquid fuels: (©)
.5 vol.%; (�) 6.5 vol.%; (�) 7.0 vol.%.

Two power loads were applied on the DMFC testing system. One
s a “constant power (16 W) electronic load”, the other is a “dynamic
ower (power varies between 10 W and 15 W) ultra-mobile per-
onal computer with a music player”. Fig. 12 shows the 9.5 h testing
esults of the DMFC stack system under a constant power load of
6 W (Fig. 12 upper graph). The temperature of anode was around
5–48 ◦C controlled by self-heating from the exothermic heat of
he fuel cell (Fig. 12 upper graph). In the fuel premixing tank, the

ethanol concentration was controlled at CM = 5.0 ± 0.5 vol.% and

he liquid fuel level was controlled at 82 ± 2 vol.% (Fig. 12, lower
raph). These results show the CM and the liquid fuel level in the
uel premixing tank were well controlled and in a stable state when
he system was kept at a constant output power.

ig. 12. 9.5 h real-time fuel control test of a DMFC stack using the fuel control
lgorithms. The applied load was 16 W. (Upper graph) The power load and cell tem-
erature versus fuel cell operating time; (—) loading power; (♦) cell temperature.
Lower graph) CM and liquid level in the fuel mixing tank versus cell operating time;
©) CM of liquid fuel in the premixing tank; (�) liquid level in the fuel premixing
ank.
time; (—) loading power; (♦) cell temperature. (Lower graph) Methanol concentra-
tion and liquid fuel level in the fuel premixing tank versus cell operating time; (©)
CM of liquid fuel in the premixing tank; (�) liquid fuel level in the fuel premixing
tank.

Fig. 13 shows the 9.5 h testing results of the DMFC stack sys-
tem under a dynamic power load with power varied between 10 W
and 15 W. Fig. 13 (upper graph) shows the power was kept at
∼11.5 W and fluctuated between 10 W and 15 W in the initial 5.5 h
of testing. After 5.5 h, the power increased to 13.5 W with a power
fluctuation of 11–16 W. The temperature of the anode was around
42 ◦C in beginning 2.5 h of testing and then the anode temperature
increased slowly from 42 ◦C to 47 ◦C when the operating time was
from 2.5 h to 9.5 h (Fig. 13, upper graph). In the fuel premixing tank,
Fig. 13 (lower graph) shows the CM was kept at 5.0 ± 0.5 vol.% in the
whole period of testing. The liquid fuel level was kept at 87 ± 8% in
the initial 5.5 h of testing, then the liquid level increased to 93 ± 5%
after 5.5 h of testing. The increment of cell temperature at the lat-
ter stage of testing could be due to the increment of power loading.
And, the increment of cell temperature might cause an increment
of liquid fuel volume and thus an increment of liquid fuel level
in the fuel premixing tank after 5.5 h of testing. The increase of
input power load also causes more CO2 gas generation via the anode
electrochemical reaction, which also leads to an increment of the
liquid fuel level in the fuel premixing tank. The results of a constant
CM = 5.0 + 0.5 vol.% and a stable liquid fuel level in the fuel premix-
ing tank during the 9.5 h testing also show the present algorithm is
a good fuel control tool of a portable DMFC stack system.

8. Conclusions

In this work, we developed a sensor-less fuel control algorithm
for a portable DMFC stack system. The algorithm is a combination of
three algorithms, i.e. ICC(I,V,T), ICCS(M′,I,T) and ICCS(W′,I,T). Instead
of the whole experimental data base, only the pre-established coef-
ficients [e1, e2] of “voltage decay”, [a1k, a2k,. . ., a10k] of ICCS(I,VT),
[b1k, b2k,. . ., c10k] of ICCS(M′,I,T), and [c1k, c2k,. . ., c10k] of ICCS(W′,I,T)
are needed to be stored for each CM,k (k = 1, 2,. . ., n) in the
fuel cell management system. With the pre-established coeffi-

cients obtained at available operation regions, T = 30–60 ◦C and
CM = 4.0–6.0 vol.%, we showed the “methanol concentration” and
“total volume of liquid level” of the liquid fuel in the fuel premixing
tank of a DMFC stack consisting of 32 unit cells were well con-
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rolled at CM = 5.0 ± 0.5 vol.% with the variation of the total liquid
olume being less than 8.0 vol.% by the present sensor-less fuel
ontrol algorithm when the DMFC system was either loaded with
constant power (16 W) or with a dynamic power (power varies
etween 10 W and 15 W) for 9.5 h. It is vitally important for a DMFC
o monitor the status of the fuel in the system, i.e. the methanol con-
entration and the remaining amount of liquid fuel solution. The
nformation is the basis of the fuel controlling strategies for a long
erm self-sustainable DMFC system. A variety of sensing schemes
or methanol concentration measurement have been proposed in
he literatures. However, less discussion has been referred regard-
ng the remaining amount of the liquid fuel in a DMFC. Most of
he electrochemical approaches for detecting methanol concentra-
ion had suffered from voltage decay effect, which leads to certain

easurement errors and thus confining their feasibility in prac-
ical applications. In conclusion, the present paper has achieved
he following objectives: (1) Adopting the notion of constant con-
entration surfaces of Chiu and Lien approach [7]; nevertheless, a
ompensation scheme to overcome the voltage decay limitation in
hiu and Lien approach is proposed and validated. (2) Providing an

pproach to evaluate the consumption rate of water and methanol,
hereby adequately determining the in situ remaining amount of
iquid fuel in an operating DMFC system. (3) Validating the pro-
osed approach on a stack of 32-cells for both the steady-state and
ynamic operating conditions. Its feasibility from single cell to a
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practical DMFC system is then further certified. Thus the algorithm
is suitable for fuel control management of portable DMFC systems.
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